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A B S T R A C T 

Recent Gaia observations suggest that some hypervelocity stars (HVSs) might originate from outside the Galaxy. We ask 

whether these HVSs could come from as far as Andromeda. Therefore, we simulate HVSs originating in Andromeda with 

initial conditions based on attributes of high-velocity stars measured in the Milky Way and a simple model for the gravitational 
potential of Andromeda and the Milky W ay. W e e v aluate the validity of this scenario based on the simulation results. While we 
expect that the vast majority of HVSs in our Galaxy will originate here, we expect the number of stars present from Andromeda 
at any one time to be between 12 and 3910, depending upon model assumptions. Further, we analyse the properties of HVSs 
that are able to reach the Milky W ay. W e discuss whether they could be detected experimentally based on recent constraints set 
on the ejection rate of HVSs from the Milky Way centre. 

Key words: stars: kinematics and dynamics – Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: individual: M31 – galaxies: kine- 
matics and dynamics – Local Group. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ypervelocity stars (HVSs) are some of the fastest objects in the
alaxy. Some of them exceed escape velocity and are unbound to

he Milky Way gravity. Based on recent Gaia observations, a number
f them could have extragalactic origins. In this paper, we investigate
he Andromeda galaxy as a source of these HVSs. 

HVSs are defined as stars that have velocities of the order of
000 km s −1 . They were first predicted by Hills ( 1988 ). The first HVS
n the Milky Way was disco v ered by Brown et al. ( 2005 ). Since then,
he number of known HVSs in the Milky Way keeps increasing with
 very ne w probe of the Galaxy (Ginsburg, Bro wn & Wegner 2013 ).
s the Milky Way escape velocity is of the same order of magnitude

s the typical HVS velocity (Monari et al. 2018 ), it is easy to see that
hey can be unbound to the Milky Way gravitational potential. Many
nown HVSs mo v e a way from the Milk y Way (Kreuzer, Irrgang &
eber 2020 ). A single HVS is confidently associated with the Milky
ay centre (MWC; Koposov et al. 2020 ). The cause for such high

inetic energies is thought to be gravitational interactions between
inary stars and the supermassive black hole in the MWC or other
assive black holes in that region (Hills 1988 ; Brown et al. 2010 ).

n this so-called Hills mechanism, one of the stars is captured by the
lack hole, while the other is ejected at a high velocity. In a recent
eries of analyses of the Gaia Data Release 3 (DR3) catalogue (Gaia
ollaboration 2016 , 2022 ; Fabricius et al. 2021 ), constraints have
een set on the ejection rate of HVSs from the MWC caused by this
echanism (Evans, Marchetti & Rossi 2022a , b ; Marchetti, Evans &
ossi 2022 ). Other possible origins include the ejection of one half
f a binary, caused by the supernova explosion of the other half
 E-mail: lukas.guelzow@kit.edu 
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Wang & Han 2009 ), tidal tails from dwarf galaxies passing through
he Milky Way (Abadi, Navarro & Steinmetz 2009 ; Piffl, Williams &
teinmetz 2011 ), and runaway stars from the Large Magellanic Cloud
Boubert et al. 2017 ; Erkal et al. 2019 ; Evans et al. 2021 ; Lin et al.
023 ). Irrgang, Kreuzer & Heber ( 2018b ) also found that additionally
nother ejection mechanism is likely at play. The known HVSs are
ain-sequence stars with masses of the order of a few solar masses

Irrgang et al. 2018a ). 
Montanari, Barrado & Garc ́ıa-Bellido ( 2019 ) investigated multiple

VSs from the Gaia Data Release (DR2) catalogue (Gaia Collabora-
ion 2016 , 2018 ). They filtered the data according to Galactocentric
elocity as well as the probability of being unbound from the Milky
ay. The probabilities for the HVSs to be unbound were provided

y Marchetti, Rossi & Brown ( 2019 ). They found 20 HVSs with
 probability > 80 per cent of being unbound. 13 out of these 20
VSs have trajectories that point towards the Milky Way disc.
his indicates that their origin is not within the Milky Way, but
utside of it. The trajectories of HVSs that originate inside the Milky
ay characteristically point away from it. Montanari et al. ( 2019 )

rgued that they may originate in globular clusters and dwarf galaxies
urrounding the Milky Way, or even in the Andromeda Galaxy. While
ontanari et al. ( 2019 ) focused on dwarf galaxies, this paper will

ocus on Andromeda as a possible origin. Previous work on this topic
as been done by Sherwin, Loeb & O’Leary ( 2008 ). 

We expect Andromeda to eject HVSs at a much higher rate than
ts satellites. Compared to the dwarf galaxies in the immediate
eighbourhood of the Milky Way, Andromeda and its satellites
re much further a way. F or this reason, we neglect Andromeda’s
atellites and only consider HVSs ejected from the inner region of
ndromeda. 
We simulate a dynamical model of the gravitational system of An-

romeda and the Milky Way in PYTHON (Astropy Collaboration 2013 ,
© 2024 The Author(s). 
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018 ; Virtanen et al. 2020 ). We randomly generate initial positions
ear the centre of Andromeda from which the HVS trajectories start.
or the initial velocity vectors, we first take isotropically distributed 
irections. Then, we randomly generate velocity magnitudes within 
oundaries based on Andromeda’s escape velocity (Kafle et al. 2018 ) 
nd the distribution of star velocities in the Milky Way (Marchetti 
021 ). With this information, we calculate the trajectories of the 
jected HVSs. 

We found that it is possible for them to reach the Milky W ay. W e
pproximated the amount of Andromeda HVSs in the Milky Way at 
resent time and analysed their position and velocity properties. In 
ddition, we discuss whether it is possible to detect them. 

In Section 2 , we explain the utilized models for the simulation of
he Milky Way, Andromeda, and the HVS trajectories in the system
s well as the generation of initial conditions. Section 3 discusses
he results of the simulation and the properties of the HVSs close to
he Milky Way, and compares them with data from the Gaia DR3
atalogue. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 4 . 

 M O D E L  A N D  SIMULATIONS  

here are three main components to the simulation of HVS tra-
ectories in the system of the Milky Way and Andromeda: First,
e calculate the relative motion of the two galaxies in Section 2.1 .
econdly, we model the gravitational potential of the entire system 

n Section 2.2 . And finally, we generate initial conditions and use the
quations of motions to simulate HVS trajectories in Section 2.3 . 

.1 Andromeda trajectory 

he system of the Milky Way and Andromeda is a dynamical one.
efore we can determine any HVS trajectories, we calculate the 

rajectory of Andromeda in order to have an accurate dynamical 
odel. Since the two galaxies do not collide during the rele v ant time

rame for the propagation of HVSs, we describe both galaxies by 
oint masses for the purpose of calculating Andromeda’s trajectory. 
ther gravitational influences in- and outside the Local Group 

re neglected (including cosmological expansion). In addition, we 
ssume a present age of the Universe of t 0 = 13.8 Gyr. 

We choose the coordinate system for this calculation as well as in
he HVS trajectory simulation so that the MWC lies in the origin and
s at rest. Andromeda lies on the x -axis and at y = z = 0 at present
ime. Additionally, the y -axis is chosen so that the Sun lies within the
y -plane to make the transformation to Galactic coordinates more 
onvenient. The definition of the axis orientations only holds at 
resent time; ho we ver, the coordinate system does not change in
ime. 

The acceleration vector a And acting on Andromeda follows from 

he two-body problem, 

 And ( r ) = −G 

M MW 

+ M And 

| r | 3 r , (1) 

ith M MW 

and M And as the respective total masses of each galaxy
nd r the position vector of Andromeda with respect to the MWC.
iven the current position and velocity coordinates of Andromeda 

n the Galactocentric rest frame from van der Marel et al. ( 2012 ), 

r M31 = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

−378 . 9 
612 . 7 

−283 . 1 

⎞ 

⎠ kpc and 

 M31 = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

66 . 1 ± 26 . 7 
−76 . 3 ± 19 . 0 
45 . 1 ± 26 . 5 

⎞ 

⎠ km s −1 , (2) 
e can determine Andromeda’s trajectory at any point in time with
quation ( 1 ) and the equations of motion established in Section 2.3 . 

.2 Gravitational potential 

he total acceleration acting on an object at any position in the system
t any time is given by the gravitational potential. To find the total
otential, we model the mass distribution of the two galaxies. We
ombine two different density profiles for the mass term of a single
alaxy. The Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile (Navarro, Frenk & 

hite 1996 ) is used for the dark matter halo of a galaxy, making up
he bulk of its mass. It is a spherically symmetric halo model based
n N -body simulations in a cold dark matter scenario. It follows the
ass density relation 

NFW 

( r) = 

ρ

r 
R s 

(
1 + 

r 
R s 

)2 . (3) 

ere, ρ is the characteristic density and R s denotes the scale radius
hich both differ for every halo. 
We add a second component of mass resulting from the Plummer

ensity profile (Plummer 1911 ). The Plummer profile approximately 
escribes the distribution of baryonic matter in a galaxy. It is a
pherically symmetric model as well. That means it is at its most
ccurate near the centre of a galaxy. In the Plummer model, the mass
ensity reads 

P ( r ) = 

3 M B 

4 π · R 

3 
P 

(
1 + 

r 2 

R 

2 
P 

)− 5 
2 

. (4) 

ere, M B is the total baryonic mass of the galaxy and R P denotes the
lummer radius that determines the core radius of the galaxy. 
The total acceleration a tot on an HVS caused by the gravitational 

nfluence of both galaxies follows by inserting these two mass 
omponents into Newton’s law of gravitation. a tot is defined by the 
hree spacial components of a tot = ( a tot,x , a tot,y , a tot,z ) with 

 tot,i = −4 πG 

[
ρ1 R 

3 
s,1 

(
ln 

(
R s,1 + | r 1 | 

R s,1 

)
− | r 1 | 

R s,1 + | r 1 | 
)

r 1,i 

| r 1 | 3 

+ ρ2 R 

3 
s,2 

(
ln 

(
R s,2 + | r 2 | 

R s,2 

)
− | r 2 | 

R s,2 + | r 2 | 
)

r 2 ,i 

| r 2 | 3 

+ 

M B,1 

4 π

r 1,i (| r 1 | 2 + R 

2 
P 

)3 / 2 + 

M B,2 

4 π

r 2 ,i (| r 2 | 2 + R 

2 
P 

)3 / 2 

]
. (5) 

ere, the top two lines correspond to the NFW profile and the bottom
wo lines correspond to the Plummer profile of the two galaxies. r 1, i 

s the i -component of the position vector of the HVS with respect to
he MWC r 1 , and r 2, i is the i -component of the position vector of the
VS with respect to the centre of Andromeda r 2 . Analogously, the

ndices 1 and 2, respectively, refer to the Milky Way and Andromeda
n characteristic density ρ, scale radius R s , and M B . ρ and M B both
epend on the total mass of the corresponding galaxy. R s is set to
0 kpc for both galaxies since their virial radii are both of the order
f R vir = 200 kpc (Tamm et al. 2012 ; Nuza et al. 2014 ). The scale
nd virial radii are related by 

 s = 

R vir 

c 
. (6) 

 is a concentration parameter which has a typical value of c = 10 for
alaxies like the Milky Way and Andromeda. We set R P = 4 kpc for
oth galaxies because it results in a distribution of baryonic matter
hat is mainly concentrated within 4 kpc of their centres. 
MNRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
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M

Figure 1. Contour plot of the combined potential of the Milky Way (at the 
origin of the coordinate system) and Andromeda galaxies in the half-mass 
scenario in arbitrary units at t = 10 Gyr after the big bang. The potential 
is computed according to our model for galaxy mass distribution, with the 
Plummer model for baryonic mass and the NFW model for the dark matter 
haloes. The potential has a saddle point between the two galaxies. 
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Figure 2. Escape velocity of the Andromeda galaxy versus distance to its 
centre for both mass scenarios. The graph is based on the gravitational 
potential arising from the NFW and Plummer models used in the simulation 
calculations in Section 2.2 . 
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Due to varying values in the estimation of the total masses of both
he Milky Way and Andromeda, we investigate two distinct scenarios
n this paper: 

(i) M MW 

= M And = 0 . 8 × 10 12 M � (equal-mass scenario). 
(ii) M MW 

= 0 . 615 × 10 12 M � ≈ 0 . 54 M And (half-mass
cenario). 

In scenario (i), we assume both galaxies to each have an ap-
roximate total mass of 0 . 8 × 10 12 M �. This is supported by Kafle
t al. ( 2014 , 2018 ), Karukes et al. ( 2020 ), Cautun et al. ( 2020 ),
nd Correa Magnus & Vasiliev ( 2021 ). In scenario (ii), we assume
 mass ratio M MW 

/ M And ≈ 0.54 between the two galaxies. This
cenario is supported by Watkins, Evans & An ( 2010 ), Pe ̃ narrubia
t al. ( 2014 ), and Marchetti ( 2021 ). A 2D representation of the
ravitational potential of the two galaxies in the half-mass scenario
s shown in Fig. 1 . 

.3 Modelling of hyper v elocity star trajectories 

o calculate a single HVS trajectory, we need to solve the equations of
otion. In this case, the equations of motion are ordinary differential

quations (ODEs) for the position r and velocity v of the star 

d r ( t) 
d t 

= ṙ ( t) = v ( t) , 

d v ( t) 
d t 

= v̇ ( t , r ( t )) = a ( t , r ( t )) . (7) 

n three dimensions, we have a total of six equations, one for each of
he three components of the position vector r ( t) and velocity vector
 ( t). For each of the equations, we need a set of initial conditions with
hree components for both position and v elocity. The y are generated
andomly for every HVS with weighting conditions determining the
ange in which they are likely to be found. In addition, we randomly
enerate an initial send-off time within the time interval [ 10 , 13 ] Gyr
fter the big bang for each HVS. Outside of this interval, there is only
 negligible amount of HVSs that is able to reach the Milky Way at
resent time. 
NRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
The initial radial distance from the centre of Andromeda r is
etermined by rearranging the Plummer model density relation in
quation ( 4 ). We find the radius–density relation 

( ρP , 2 ) = R P , 2 

√ √ √ √ 

( 

3 M B,2 

4 πR 

3 
P , 2 ρP , 2 

) 

2 
5 

− 1 . (8) 

ow, we randomly generate a density value between the Plummer
odel maximum density ρP,2 ( r = 0) and ρP,2 = 0 and substitute it

n equation ( 8 ) to find the corresponding radius. This results in more
nitial radial coordinates towards the centre of Andromeda where

ore stars are located. The azimuthal angle ϕ and the inclination
ngle θ are randomly generated to give positions isotropically
istributed around the centre of Andromeda. 
In order to generate realistic initial velocity vectors for HVS,

e employ a mathematical theorem from extreme value theory,
alled the Pickands–Balkema–de Haan theorem (Balkema & de
aan 1974 ; Pickands 1975 ). It deals with the statistical properties
f extreme quantities. The theorem gives us access to the upper
ail of an unknown distribution of a random variable if we assume
hat the distribution is continuous (which should be the case for
he velocity distribution of stars). The theorem states that the tail
bo v e a fixed threshold is then well approximated by either an ex-
onential distribution or a Pareto distribution. While the exponential
istribution is specified by a scale and location parameter only, the
areto distribution has an additional shape parameter. We show below

hat HVS in the Milky Way are indeed described very well by an
xponential distribution (we also tested the Pareto distribution which
mpro v es the fit only marginally and thus we decided to go with the
impler set of assumptions). Based on this theorem, we characterize
he velocity distribution of HVSs that exceed the escape velocity
f Andromeda with an exponential distribution. At the same time,
he extreme values are not sensitive to the exact form of the total
istribution. 
To find a reasonable exponential distribution, we use data from the

nalysis of star velocities in the Milky Way provided by Marchetti
 2021 ). For the threshold of the distribution, we calculate the escape
elocity of Andromeda depending on the distance to its centre
ccording to our model. This is shown in Fig. 2 . 

We reproduce the plot from Marchetti ( 2021 ) showing the distri-
ution of velocities of eligible stars in the Gaia eDR3 data catalogue
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Figure 3. Velocity distribution of all Milky Way stars in Gaia eDR3 
with sufficient information to perform velocity analysis (Marchetti 2021 ). 
Fitted with an exponential function f ( v) as a dashed line in the interval 
v = [400 , 900] km s −1 in order to generate realistic initial conditions for 
HVSs near the centre of Andromeda. The 3 σ confidence region is shown 
around the fit line and the best-fitting values are displayed in Table 1 . 

Table 1. Best-fitting parameters for the Milky Way velocity distribution in 
Fig. 3 . 

Velocity scale, σv 

(
km s −1 

)
Amplitude, A 

(
km s −1 

)
χ2 d.o.f. 

59.79 ± 1.27 94778.15 ± 1924.41 29.03 18 
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Table 2. Number and fraction of the total amount of simulated HVSs that 
reach a radius of r Filter around the MWC for the two mass scenarios and result 
categories. 

Mass scenario Category HVSs within r Filter Fraction 

Equal Min. distance 13 998 0.00078 
Equal Present time 2346 0.00013 

Half Min. distance 13 788 0.00077 
Half Present time 1891 0.00011 
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Gaia Collaboration 2016 , 2021 ; Fabricius et al. 2021 ) in Fig. 3 . We
t an exponential function 

 ( v) = 

A 

σv 

exp 

(
−v − v 0 

σv 

)
(9) 

o the high-velocity tail with the fit parameters velocity scale σ v and 
mplitude A . The fit is shown in blue in Fig. 3 . The fit result and the
est-fitting parameters are displayed in Table 1 . The function P ( v) =
 

−1 f ( v) serves as the probability density function for a Milky Way
tar to have velocity v under the condition that v > v 0 = 400 km s −1 .
he cut-off v 0 is also called the location parameter of the distribution.
icking a different cut-off in the tail of the distribution does not alter

he shape parameter σ v , but merely changes the o v erall normalization
 . 
We now assume that we can adopt this present day velocity 

istribution of the Milky Way to Andromeda at earlier times. We 
elieve that, at least for the equal-mass scenario, this is a sensible
ssumption. 

We take the cumulative distribution function F ( v) corresponding 
o P ( v) 

 ( v) = 1 − exp 

(
−v − v 0 

σv 

)
for v ≥ v 0 . (10) 

hen, we rearrange it for v and substitute the escape velocity v esc ( r )
f Andromeda at the given position r for v 0 

 [ v esc ( r) , F ( v) ] = v esc ( r) − σv [ ln (1 − F ( v)) ] . (11) 

y generating a random number between 0 and 1 and substituting it
or F ( v) in equation ( 11 ), we find the initial velocity magnitude v. 

We note that the Gaia eDR3 high-velocity star selection from 

archetti ( 2021 ) may be biased and affected by spurious mea-
urements. For a detailed discussion of the catalogue see Marchetti 
 2021 ). We also do not make the assumption that the velocities of
VSs, ejected from near the centre of Andromeda, intrinsically 
ollow the distribution of high-velocity stars in Fig. 3 . We only
se the exponential fit to the distribution as a reasonable function
o model the upper tail of the unknown and assumedly continuous
istribution of HVS velocities according to the Pickands–Balkeema–
e Haan theorem. Sherwin et al. ( 2008 ) use a power-law distribution
or the HVS velocities, based on the ejection mechanism. This is a
pecial case of the Pareto distribution and, as such, also falls under
he Pickands–Balkema–de Haan theorem. Plugging their velocity 
istribution into our model does not change the results significantly 
hich supports the validity of our method (see Section 3 ). 
The angular components of the initial velocity vector are generated 

o that the directions are isotropically distributed. Since we generate 
he initial conditions with respect to the centre of Andromeda, we
dd Andromeda’s position and velocity at the time of ejection to the
nitial vectors to find the initial conditions with respect to the MWC.

We can now use the equations of motion (equation 7 ) to calculate
he trajectory of an HVS by plugging in its initial position and
elocity as well as the acceleration from equation ( 5 ). 

We use PYTHON to model the gravitational system of the Milky
ay and Andromeda galaxies. Specifically, we utilize the SCIPY 

Virtanen et al. 2020 ), NUMPY (Harris et al. 2020 ), and ASTROPY

Astropy Collaboration 2013 , 2018 ) libraries. The equations of 
otion are solved in the simulation code by the ODEINT function from

he SCIPY library. It inte grates pro vided acceleration and v elocity
omponents to find position and velocity components, respectively. 
DEINT utilizes the Runge–Kutta method (Butcher 1987 ; Hairer, 
ørsett & Wanner 2000 ). 

 RESULT  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

e structure the discussion in the following way: First, we analyse
he properties of the simulated HVS in Section 3.1 . Then, we compare
hese properties with Gaia observations in Section 3.2 . At the end, we
stimate the amount of Andromeda HVSs in the Milky Way at present
ime and discuss if it is possible to observe them in Section 3.3 . 

.1 Properties of hyper v elocity stars from Andromeda 

 or ev ery HVS, the simulation produces data at the end of the
alculated trajectory at present time t 0 = 13 . 8 Gyr . We also store
inematic data at its minimum distance to the MWC. This data
et includes the initial send-off time as well as the two positions
n Galactic coordinates. Due to the isotropic distribution of initial 
elocity directions, the majority of simulated HVSs naturally move 
way from the Galaxy. We need to calculate a large number of
rajectories to find a significant amount of HVSs with trajectories 
ointing towards the Milky Way. 
It is important to note that the amount of simulated HVS is not to be

nterpreted as representative of the true amount of HVSs originating 
n Andromeda. Rather, it is a sufficiently large amount of data to
MNRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
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Figure 4. Projection plots of 38 full HVS trajectories as calculated by the 
simulation in the equal-mass scenario for the purpose of visualization. Chosen 
by hand with the condition of being within 25 kpc of the MWC at present 
time t 0 = 13 . 8 Gyrs . Colourmapped according to the time of the start of the 
trajectory. Coordinate system is chosen so that, at present time, Andromeda 
lies on the x -axis and at y = z = 0 and that the MWC and the Sun lie in the 
xy -plane. Top: Projection on to xy -plane. Bottom: Projection on to xz -plane. 

Figure 5. Distribution of minimum distance to the MWC of all simulated 
trajectories without any filter criteria. The star counts are displayed on a 
logarithmic scale. The flat peak to the right represents the HVSs that are sent 
off in the opposite direction to the Milky Way. Approximately 0.08 per cent of 
all simulated trajectories come within 50 kpc of the MWC at any point during 
their travel time. The equal-mass scenario is shown in black, the half-mass 
scenario in grey. There are only small differences between the scenarios. 
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nalyse. The various assumptions and approximations made in our
odel are certainly the most important source of uncertainty for

he results. Thus, we refrain from a detailed analysis of numerical
rrors, which are certainly much smaller, as we are relying on well
stablished algorithms. 

For each mass scenario, we calculate a total of 1.8 × 10 7 

rajectories with randomly generated send-off times. We apply a
lter to only consider HVSs in our analysis that reach a radius 

 ≤ r Filter = 50 kpc (12) 

round the MWC. We find that about 0.08 per cent of simulated
rajectories fulfil this criterion at any point during their travel time.
he amount of results for simulated HVSs within r Filter of the MWC at
resent time is about one order of magnitude lower at, respectively,
.013 and 0.011 per cent for the equal- and half-mass scenarios.
he exact amount of results for each mass scenario is presented in
able 2 . The reason for the significant difference in the amount of
resent time results between the two scenarios is Andromeda’s mass.
n the half-mass scenario, HVSs require a higher escape velocity due
o Andromeda’s larger mass. This causes some the slowest HVSs that
re sent off at the earliest possible times to still be too fast to remain
n the Milky Way at present time. In addition, the Milky Way’s larger

ass in the equal-mass scenario attracts the HVSs more strongly
han in the half-mass scenario. 

Fig. 4 visualizes a small, handpicked number of HVS trajectories
hat come especially close to the MWC in projection graphs in the
y - and xz -planes of the coordinate system used in the simulation
see Section 2.1 ). The y -axis is strongly compressed in order to show
he differences between the trajectories in more detail. The different
VS trajectory start times are visible as a colour gradient along

he trajectory of Andromeda. All shown HVS trajectories as well as
ndromeda’s end at present time. 
The distribution of minimum distances to the MWC of all

imulated HVSs in both mass scenarios is displayed in Fig. 5 on
 logarithmic scale. The graph shows a flat peak at the interval of
istances where Andromeda is located during the [10 , 13] Gyr time
nterval. The peak shows the HVSs that travel in directions pointing
way from the Milky Way. For smaller distances to the Milky Way,
he number of HVSs decreases rapidly. Differences between the two

ass scenarios are negligible. 
Fig. 6 displays the distance distribution of those HVSs that reach

 Filter in more detail around the MW centre and for both mass
cenarios. The top panel again shows the minimum distances while
he bottom panel has the distances of HVSs within r Filter at present
ime. For the overall minimum distances, both mass scenarios show
he same behaviour with a linear increase of HVS counts with
ncreasing distance to the MWC. The linear slope indicates much
ower HVS number density at higher radii. The absolute numbers of
VSs at minimum distance for both scenarios are similar as well. 
The distribution of HVSs within r Filter at present time, displayed in

he bottom panel of Fig. 6 , has an o v erall higher HVS count for the
qual-mass scenario as was explained previously. The distributions
n both scenarios show an increase in HVS counts with increasing
istance to the MWC. It is consistent with a quadratic fit f ( r ) =
 r 2 in each mass scenario. This indicates constant HVS number
ensity within the considered r Filter sphere. Additionally, we expect
 dramatic increase of the population fraction of Andromeda HVSs
ith increasing distance, assuming the mass density of the Milky
ay decreases with r −2 . 
Next, we analyse the total velocity distributions of the simulated

VSs within r Filter at t 0 for both mass scenarios in Fig. 7 . Both
istributions are fitted with the same exponential we fitted to the
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Figure 6. Distribution of distance to the MWC of simulation HVSs within 
r Filter . The black histograms show the equal-mass scenario. The grey his- 
tograms show the half-mass scenario. Top: Distances at minimum distance to 
the MWC. Bottom: Distances at present time t 0 = 13 . 8 Gyr . Each scenario 
is fitted with a quadratic function f ( r ) = a r 2 . Fits are shown as dashed 
lines. Best-fitting values: Equal-mass ( a = 0.182 ± 0.003); half-mass ( a = 

0.141 ± 0.003). 3 σ confidence regions are shown around each fit. 
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Figure 7. Total velocity distribution of the simulated HVSs within r Filter 

at present time. The equal-mass scenario is shown in black, the half-mass 
scenario in grey. Both histograms are fitted with the exponential function 
from equation ( 9 ) which was also fitted to the Milky Way distribution in 
Fig. 3 . This distribution is shown here as the dotted line. For both fits, the first 
and the last two bins are excluded due to incomplete information and low 

statistics, respectively. The fits are displayed as dashed lines. 2 σ confidence 
regions are shown around each fit. 

Table 3. Best-fitting parameters for the fitted velocity distributions of the 
two simulation scenarios in Fig. 7 . 

Equal-mass scenario 
Velocity scale, σv 

(
km s −1 

)
Amplitude, A 

(
km s −1 

)
χ2 d.o.f. 

81.52 ± 3.05 218428 ± 9295 7.28 4 

Half-mass scenario 
Velocity scale, σv 

(
km s −1 

)
Amplitude, A 

(
km s −1 

)
χ2 d.o.f. 

87.72 ± 5.34 149379 ± 10255 14.68 4 
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ilky Way velocity distribution in Fig. 3 and which we used 
o generate the initial HVS velocities. The best-fitting values are 
eported in Table 3 . The highest velocity bins are excluded from each
t due to low statistics. In addition, the first bin is not considered
ither due to incomplete information. 

To start with, we find that many HVSs at lower velocities are
ot fast enough to be able to escape the Milky Way again. Thus, a
ignificant fraction of the HVSs arriving from Andromeda remain 
ound to the Milky Way gravity. Overall, the HVSs still approxi- 
ately follow the same exponential distribution even after the long 

ourney to the Milky Way. While the slopes of the result distributions
eem very close to the slope of the Milky Way distribution in the
ogarithmic representation, a comparison with the fit values in Table 1 
ho ws dif ferences for each fit parameter. Ho we ver, the dif ferences are
maller than an order of magnitude. We note that significantly fewer 
ata points were used for the computation of the fits of the simulation
esults which causes the larger uncertainties. We also note that the 
imulated distrib utions ha ve a similar amount of total stars in the
hown bins as the initial distribution, shown as a dotted line. This
s coincidental and will change drastically based on the number of
imulated HVSs in the analysis. 

In Fig. 8 , we display the flight times of the HVSs from Andromeda
o the Milky Way, from their send-off to present time. Up to about
000 Myr , the distributions are similar between the two scenarios. 
hile the equal-mass scenario shows a large amount of HVSs with

ight times up to about 3600 Myr , the distribution in the half-mass
cenario decays more quickly and only goes up to about 3300 Myr .
he higher average initial velocity explains the lack of long flight

imes in the half-mass scenario. Under the assumption that the HVSs
re main sequence stars, the flight times account for a significant part
f their life spans. Particularly for the flight times of multiple Gyrs,
 significant fraction of HVSs might evolve off the main sequence
nd not survive the journey to the Milky Way. 

Figs 9 and 10 show sky maps of the distribution of the simulated
VS positions in Galactic coordinates ( l , b ) for both mass scenarios.
he Sun serves as the coordinate origin since this is how the HVSs
ould be measured from Earth. Only HVSs within a sphere of radius
0 kpc , that is wholly contained in the r Filter sphere, are displayed
o conserv e symmetry. The y are colourmapped according to their
istance to the Sun. The minimum distance distributions in Fig. 9
orm discs centred near the MWC at about ( −45 ◦, 25 ◦) on the
pposite side of the direction of Andromeda at (121.2 ◦, −21.6 ◦). The
MNRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
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Figure 8. Distributions of flight times from Andromeda to the MWC of 
simulation HVSs within r Filter at present time. The black histogram shows 
the equal-mass scenario. The grey histogram shows the half-mass scenario. 
Flight times are o v erall higher in the equal-mass scenario. 

Figure 9. Skymaps showing the positions of the simulated HVSs within 
a sphere of radius r = 40 kpc around the Sun in Galactic coordinates at 
their minimum distance to the MWC. Colourmapped by distance to the Sun 
r Sun . The position of Andromeda on the sky is marked by a black star. 
The distribution of HVSs is more concentrated in the equal-mass scenario 
due to the larger mass and gravitational pull of the MWC. Otherwise, the 
distributions are approximately identical. Top: Equal mass scenario. Bottom: 
Half mass scenario. 
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Figure 10. Skymaps showing the positions of the simulated HVSs in Galactic 
coordinates at present time t 0 = 13 . 8 Gyrs within a sphere of radius r = 

40 kpc around the Sun. Colourmapped by distance to the Sun r Sun . The 
distribution is approximately homogeneous for both mass scenarios. Top: 
Equal mass scenario. Bottom: Half mass scenario. 
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iscs are oriented perpendicularly to Andromeda’s position vector.
vidently, HVSs typically reach the minimum distance to the MWC

ust after passing it. The HVSs that are not part of the discs do not
ass the MWC before present time when the simulation ends. As
uch, their minimum distance positions are the same as their present
ime positions. 
NRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
The present time positions in Fig. 10 show almost isotropic
istributions. Only near the Galactic centre at about ( −30 ◦, 15 ◦), near
he position of the disc centres from Fig. 9 , there is a visibly higher
oncentration of HVSs. This is expected due to the gravitational
ttraction of the MWC. Together with the constant number density
rom the quadratic fits in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 , this result
mplies an approximately homogeneous and isotropic distribution of
he simulated HVSs within the 40 kpc sphere around the Sun. For
oth minimum distance and present time positions, the two mass
cenarios do not show a significant difference. 

.2 Comparison with Gaia DR3 data 

o assess whether HVSs from Andromeda reaching the Milky Way
s ruled out by observations, we compare the simulated HVSs at
resent time with star data from the Gaia DR3 (Fabricius et al. 2021 ;
aia Collaboration 2016 , 2022 ). We use the same radius of 40 kpc

round the Sun as before and a velocity filter of v > 500 km s −1 in
he rest frame of the MWC. It is important to note that only objects
ith measured radial velocity, full astrometric solution (sky position,
arallax, and proper motions) and sufficient measurement accuracy
re eligible for this analysis. Only 10 721 objects of the total Gaia
atalogue fulfil these criteria. Our methods of selecting data from
he Gaia catalogue, and the velocity coordinate transformations are
etailed in Appendices A and B , respectively. 
In Fig. 11 , we compare the positional data. The top panel shows the

tar positions, projected on to the Galactic plane with their ele v ation
bo v e it shown as colour. Almost all shown stars are close to zero
le v ation. The majority of stars is contained within an arc shape
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Figure 11. Positions of 10 721 high-velocity in Galactic coordinates at 
present time t 0 = 13 . 8 Gyrs within a sphere of radius r = 40 kpc around 
the Sun. Data are taken from DR3 of the Gaia satellite mission. Top: Star 
positions projected on to the Galactic plane and colourmapped by their 
ele v ation abo v e the disc. Bottom: Spatial distribution of Gaia stars as a 
population density sky map. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of velocity directions from simulation results and 
Gaia DR3 data. Directions are shown as if the velocity vector passed through 
the coordinate origin. Full 50 kpc radius around the MWC is considered. 
Top: Distribution of velocity directions of simulated HVSs in the MWC rest 
frame as contour plots. Blue contours show the broader distribution in the 
equal-mass scenario, grey-scale contours the distribution in the half-mass 
scenario. The velocity directions are more densely concentrated in the half- 
mass scenario. Bottom: Velocity directions of Gaia stars with velocity in the 
MWC rest frame v MWC > 500 km s −1 as a population density sky map. 
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hat is densest around the MWC. The area outside the arc is only
parsely populated. We expect a large concentration of high-velocity 
tars around the MWC and the Galactic disc due to the high stellar
ensity in this region. In the bottom panel, the population density 
n the sky is displayed. We notice a prominent feature directly on
he Galactic disc where the number of stars seems unexpectedly low. 
his is due to inaccurate measurements caused by dust attenuation 
long the line of sight, and the corresponding data cuts. Comparing 
his panel with Fig. 10 , we see that Gaia observes stars at the region
pposite Andromeda where we expect a concentration of HVSs from 

he simulation results. Overall, the distribution is very different from 

he isotropic scatter of the simulated HVSs. 
Further, we directly compare the HVS velocity directions from 

he simulation results in the MWC rest frame with the corresponding 
aia data in Fig. 12 . The simulation results in the top panel show a
arrow range of possible directions which, expectedly, lie opposite 
f the position of Andromeda on the sky. The distribution of HVS
irections in the equal-mass scenario is broader than in the half-mass
cenario while also being less concentrated in the centre. This is
aused by stronger gravitational focusing of the trajectories in the 
qual-mass scenario, meaning the trajectories that reach the Milky 
ay in the half-mass scenario, on average, point more directly from
ndromeda at the Milky Way. 
In comparison, the Gaia HVS velocity vectors in the bottom 

anel, shown as a logarithmic population density map, have strong 
reference along the position vector of the MWC (0 ◦, 0 ◦) and the
pposite direction (180 ◦, 0 ◦). Further, we note a less populated
reference in the directions of ne gativ e Galactic longitude, and
alactic latitude angles between 60 ◦ and −60 ◦. This preference is
enser within ([ −150, −90] ◦, [ −30, 30] ◦). The centre of this area
ies opposite to the mo v ement direction of the Sun. It also o v erlaps
ith the directions of the simulated HVSs. While we cannot observe

lustering around the direction pointing away from Andromeda as in 
he simulations, we cannot exclude that some of the observed HVSs
re indeed coming from Andromeda. 

From these two comparisons, we conclude that the Andromeda 
VS scenario is not excluded by Gaia data. In addition, the strongly

ocused velocity directions of HVSs from Andromeda might allow 

or their detection if the HVS numbers are large enough to cause a
eature in a plot like the bottom panel of Fig. 12 . 

.3 How many Andromeda HVSs are in the Milky Way? 

sing the constraints of the ejection rate of HVSs from the MWC
rom Evans et al. ( 2022b ), we can estimate the number of HVSs from
MNRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
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Table 4. Estimations of the amount of Andromeda HVSs expected to be 
in the Milky Way at present time based on constraints on the ejection rate 
of HVSs from the MWC from Evans et al. ( 2022b ). Only the equal-mass 
scenario is shown. The top line displays the lower bound, and the bottom line 
the upper bound. 

HVS ejection rate (yr −1 ) Andromeda HVSs expected in the Milky Way 

10 −4.5 12 
10 −2 3910 

Table 5. Number of Andromeda-ejected HVSs presently in Milky Way 
according to the power-law initial velocity distribution of Sherwin et al. 
( 2008 ). The top line displays the lower bound, and the bottom line the upper 
bound. 

HVS ejection rate (yr −1 ) HVS amount predicted by power law 

10 −4.5 7 
10 −2 2341 
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ndromeda we expect in the Milky Way at present time. Ho we ver,
e need to assume the equal-mass scenario and that the ejection rate

tays approximately the same between 10 and 13 Gyr after the big
ang. We simply multiply the ejection rate per year with this time
nterval and the fraction of HVSs we expect from Andromeda (see
able 2 ). The results of the estimation are shown in Table 4 . We
cknowledge that these numbers might be lower since not all HVSs
urviv e the trav el time to the Milk y Way. The significant differences
etween the two estimates are due to model dependences that are
iscussed in Evans et al. ( 2022b ). Even for the lower bound of the
jection rate, we expect an amount of HVSs that is greater than 10.
uch an amount is unlikely to be detected since Gaia DR3 only
as full position and velocity information for a small fraction of
ts catalogue. The large amount of HVSs in the upper bound has a
uch higher likelihood to appear in measurements. Ho we ver, a more

etailed search for Andromeda HVSs in measurements of Milky Way
tars is beyond the scope of this work. 

For the Hills mechanism, Sherwin et al. ( 2008 ) expect there to be
f the order of 1000 HVSs within the virialized Milky Way halo.
e consider that this work does not take the entire Milky Way

alo into account, but only about 1.43 per cent of the halo of radius
 M,200 = 206 kpc assumed in Sherwin et al. ( 2008 ). Compared to

he result obtained in this work, the lower bound and values up
o about 150 HVSs are compatible. Notable differences between
he two approaches include the models for the mass distribution and
ynamics of the Local Group. Further, Sherwin et al. ( 2008 ) consider
he stellar masses of the ejected HVSs, which we neglect. 

As we briefly discussed in Section 2.3 , we also considered the
ower-la w HVS v elocity distribution from Sherwin et al. ( 2008 )
or our model. For this comparison, we again simulated 1.8 × 10 7 

rajectories in the equal-mass scenario, now with initial velocities
enerated from this power-law velocity distribution. We find that we
xpect about 0.0078 per cent of HVSs to reach the 50 kpc radius
round the MWC. The resulting lower and upper bounds for the total
mount of HVSs are presented in Table 5 . The amount of HVSs
xpected in the Milky Way using the power -law distrib ution remains
ithin the same order of magnitude for both the upper and lower
ound. As such, the conclusion does not change. 
NRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
 C O N C L U S I O N S  

o find out whether HVSs from Andromeda can reach the Milky
ay, we hav e dev eloped a simulation model of the gravitational

ystem of the two galaxies. Using this model, we have calculated
he trajectories of 1.8 × 10 7 HVSs each for two different scenarios.

e have considered two mass scenarios with the Milky Way and
ndromeda having equal mass, and the Milky Way having about
alf of Andromeda’s mass, respectively. 
The HVS initial positions have been randomly generated near

he centre of Andromeda and ejected in random directions with
nitial velocity magnitudes based on Milky Way star behaviour
nd Andromeda’s escape v elocity. We hav e found that 0.013 and
.011 per cent of simulated HVSs are within a radius of 50 kpc around
he MWC at present time. 

We have analysed the distance distributions within this 50 kpc filter
adius. The minimum distances to the MWC follow a linear distri-
ution. This means that the number density decreases significantly
t large radii. The mass scenarios show no significant differences in
his regard. In contrast, for the present time results, the equal-mass
cenario shows a higher count of HVSs due to the stronger gravitation
f the Milky Way and the initial HVS velocities in this scenario. The
resent time distance distributions show parabolic behaviour and
ave been fitted with a quadratic function, indicating homogeneous
VS number density within the considered sphere. 
We have compared the velocity distributions of the present time

ata sets in both mass scenarios to the data set we used for the
eneration of initial velocities. We have found that, even after the
ong journey to the Milky Way, the HVSs still approximately follow
he initial velocity distribution. Some HVSs from Andromeda slow
own so much that they end up bound to the Milky Way . Additionally ,
e have considered the HVS flight times and found that a significant

raction of the ejected HVSs might evolve off the main sequence
uring the journey to the Milky Way. 
From the simulation results, we have displayed as sky maps all

VSs arriving within 40 kpc of the Sun at present time t 0 as well as
ll HVSs that reach this minimum distance at any point during their
rajectory. The positions of HVSs at their minimum distance form a
isc centred on the MWC, opposite of Andromeda. The present time
ositions are distributed nearly isotropically and homogeneously
ithin the considered sphere around the Sun. The y are, e xpectedly,

lightly more concentrated around the MWC due to its gravitational
ttraction. The mass scenarios show negligible differences for both
inimum distance and present time sky maps. 
We have compared this result with high-velocity star positions

rom the Gaia DR3. We have found that the simulated HVS star
ositions are consistent with the spatial distribution of observed
VSs, taking into account that HVSs should also originate from the
W itself, an effect that is not included in our simulations. We have

ompared the velocity directions from the simulation results with
he Gaia data to find an approximately homogeneous population
f velocity directions that overlaps with the simulated velocity
irections. 
In addition, we have estimated the expected amount of Andromeda

VSs in the Milky Way at present time using constraints on the
jection rate of HVSs from the MWC. We have found that even for
he lower bound, we expect an amount greater than 10. The upper
ound results in a large number of Andromeda HVSs that might
e detectable in a more detailed analysis. We have compared these
esults to earlier work and found that they are compatible. In addition,
e have tested our model with initial velocities generated from the
VS velocity distribution from said earlier work. As a result, the
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xpected number of Andromeda HVSs only changes within an order 
f magnitude. 
We conclude that it is possible for HVSs from Andromeda to 

ravel towards and reach the Milky Way. They are expected to form
n approximately isotropic and homogeneous distribution around 
he MWC. Their e xpected v elocity directions point away from An-
romeda. Only a small fraction of HVSs ejected from Andromeda are 
xpected to migrate to the Milky Way. Ho we ver, it might be possible
o detect them based on their velocity and trajectory orientation. 
urther, it would be interesting to extend this analysis to include 
stimates of the stellar ages and other astrophysical information of 
VSs in order to gain further insight into their origin and migration
istory. 
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Figure B1. Schematic illustration of the transformation of the Gaia cata- 
logue velocity data in hour angle equatorial coordinates. We transform the 
coordinate system ( x ′′ , y ′′ , z ′′ ) determined by the position vector r Gaia of the 
HVS by rotating by θ = Dec. around the y ′′ -axis and by φ = −RA around the 
z ′ -axis of the transitional coordinate system ( x ′ , y ′ , z ′ ). The z ′ -axis is slightly 
tilted for visual clarity. Now it matches the coordinate system ( x , y , z) at the 
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PPENDIX  A :  DATA  SELECTION  F RO M  GAIA 

R 3  C ATA L O G U E  

he Gaia DR3 data are provided by the Gaia archive website at
ttps://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/ . We use the fol-

owing prompt in the ADQL interface: 
SELECT source id, paral- 
ax, ra, dec, pmra, pmdec, 
radial velocity, paral- 
ax error, ra error, dec error, 
pmra error, pmdec error, ra- 
ial velocity error, 
phot g mean mag, nu eff used in astrometry, 
pseudocolour, ecl lat, astromet- 
ic params solved 
FROM gaiadr3.gaia source 
WHERE parallax > = 0.02 
AND ruwe < 1.4 
AND rv nb transits > 10 
AND rv expected sig to noise > = 5 
AND abs(parallax) > 2 ∗ parallax error 
AND abs(pmra) > 5 ∗ pmra error 
AND abs(pmdec) > 5 ∗ pmdec error 
AND abs(radial velocity) > 5 ∗ ra- 
ial velocity error 
AND sqrt(power(radial velocity, 2) 
+ power((pmra/parallax) ∗ 4.744213026, 2) 
+ power((pmdec/parallax) ∗ 4.744213026, 2)) >

The SELECT line provides the columns of the data base used
or the result table. The FROM line sets the data base from which
he data are drawn. The WHERE and AND lines refer to further
onditional statements for the data selection. Here, we use multiple
onditions to ensure we obtain pure and accurate data from the
aia catalogue. First, we require relative errors smaller than 20
er cent for radial velocity and proper motion ( pmra and pmdec ).
or parallax measurements, we initially use a more relaxed criterion
f relative errors smaller than 50 per cent. After this selection we
emo v e the parallax offset present in the Gaia catalogue as detailed
n Lindegren et al. ( 2021 ) and Groenewegen ( 2021 ). The parameters
hot g mean mag , nu eff used in astrometry , pseu-
ocolor , ecl lat and astrometric params solved are

equired for this. Once the parallax values are corrected, we ap-
ly the criterion of relative error smaller than 20 per cent. This
ondition matches the parallax accuracy to the rest of the data
nd enables us to accurately estimate distances from parallaxes by
imply inverting them (Bailer-Jones 2015 ). In addition to accuracy
onditions on the parameters we use directly, we also select stars
ith criteria on the parameters ruwe (renormalized unit weight

rror), rv nb transits (number of epochs used to determine the
adial velocity of each star), and rv expected sig to noise
expected signal-to-noise ratio in the combination of individual
pectra used to determine the Gaia DR3 radial v elocity). F or details
n these criteria, we refer to Marchetti et al. ( 2022 ) from where we
ave adopted them. Lastly, the final condition calculates the velocity
agnitude of the object from its radial velocity and proper motion

nd only adds it to the result table if it is ≥ 150 km s −1 . Notably, this
elocity magnitude is in the heliocentric rest frame. We choose this
ow threshold to make sure we do not miss any stars in the catalogue
hat have a velocity larger than 500 km s −1 in the Galactocentric rest
NRAS 529, 3816–3827 (2024) 
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PPENDI X  B:  C O O R D I NAT E  

RANSFORMATI ON  O F  T H E  GAIA D R 3  

ELOCI TI ES  

he data from the Gaia DR3 catalogue are given in the equatorial
oordinate system. It utilizes the celestial sphere of the Earth. We use
he ASTROPY function SKYCOORD to transform the star positions from
he catalogue to Galactic coordinates. In order to obtain the distance
o the Sun d S and velocity vectors v Gaia of the measured HVSs,
e use the given parallax P and radial velocity v rad as well as the
roper motion velocities ω RA , ω Dec. in the direction of the equatorial
oordinate components, right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec.).
he parallax P in milliarcseconds (mas) is simply converted to

he distance to the Sun d S in kiloparsec (kpc) by taking the
nverse. 

To find the v elocity v ector of a given object in Galactic coordinates,
e have to perform multiple coordinate transformations since we
nly have the previously mentioned measurement values. First, we
etermine the velocity vector of an HVS in equatorial Cartesian
oordinates from the Gaia data using two coordinate rotations. This
rocess is schematically displayed in Fig. B1 . After these rotations
nd a transformation to spherical coordinates, we can again use the
KYCOORD function to convert the calculated velocity direction from
quatorial coordinates to Galactic coordinates. 

Initially, we construct the v elocity v ector v ′′ Gaia of a Gaia object
n a Cartesian coordinate frame ( x ′′ , y ′′ , z ′′ ) that uses the position
ector r Gaia of the HVS in equatorial Cartesian coordinates as its
 

′′ -axis and the equatorial coordinate directions RA and Dec. at the
oordinates of the HVS as its y ′′ - and z ′′ -ax es, respectiv ely (see
ig. B1 , top right). The velocity component v ′′ Gaia ,x along the x ′′ -axis

s simply the radial velocity of the HVS. We calculate the y ′′ - and
 

′′ -components using the parallax and proper motion of the HVS
osition (0 , 0 ), the vernal equinox (EQ). This coordinate system is aligned 
ith the standard equatorial coordinate frame and gives us the velocity vector 
 Gaia . 
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′′ 
Gaia ,y = 

ω RA 

P 

· cos ( Dec. ) · C, 

v ′′ Gaia ,z = 

ω Dec. 

P 

· C. (B1) 

We need to multiply by cos(Dec.) in v ′′ Gaia ,y since proper motion 
n the horizontal direction near the North pole of a spherical 
oordinate frame co v ers more real distance than near the equator
f the coordinate frame in the same time frame. This is already
ncluded in the Gaia catalogue value of ω RA . The constant C ≈
.744 is needed for the conversion to km s −1 . 
To find the velocity vector v Gaia in the equatorial Cartesian frame 

 x , y , z) aligned with the standard right-handed equatorial coordinate
rame, we rotate the coordinate frame ( x ′′ , y ′′ , z ′′ ) to match ( x , y , z).
his action is equi v alent to rotating v ′′ Gaia with transposed rotation 
atrices. We use the transpose of the y -axis rotation matrix R 

T 
y to

otate around the y ′′ -axis and the corresponding matrix R 

T 
z for the 

otation around the z ′ -axis of the resulting intermediate coordinate 
2024 The Author(s). 
ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society. This is an Open
 https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and rep
rame ( x , y , z ) (see Fig. B1 , centre right) 

R 

T 
y = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

cos α 0 −sin α
0 1 0 

sin α 0 cos α

⎞ 

⎠ and 

R 

T 
z = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

cos β sin β 0 
−sin β cos β 0 

0 0 1 

⎞ 

⎠ . (B2) 

n this definition, α and β are arbitrary angles. We use the correspond- 
ng position coordinates r Gaia = ( RA , Dec. ) as rotation angles. We
otate first around the y ′′ -axis by the angle α = Dec. and subsequently
round the z ′ -axis by the angle β = −RA. We need to to use the
e gativ e of RA because the data are given in the hour angle system
hich is the left-handed equi v alent to the standard equatorial frame.
Now, we can simply perform the transformation from Cartesian 

o spherical coordinates to find the point on the sphere in equatorial
oordinates the velocity vector points at if placed in the coordinate
rigin. We transform the velocity direction into the Galactic coordi- 
ate frame using SKYCOORD . 
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